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Cover Page: The beauty with scale models is that it is sometimes hard to
tell a model aircraft from the real thing. In this instance this is Grants
stunning DH82 Tiger Moth.
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CLUB NIGHT:
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Wednesday 11 March, 2020 7.30 pm
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Club Night Theme: Bring a Project or a Tool
Club Themed Flying Day: Scale Day
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Presidents Report
Grant
So we're well into March already and so far I
don't think I've seen more than 10 millimeters
of rain in my rain gauge since the new year. I
guess that's a good reason for the field to be
looking as dry as it is, along with the rest of
the farm which looks much like a desert at
present. I think we would all be happy to see
at least a small drop of rain to green things up
a bit.
My month has been busy, but not by much in the way of model activity.
I attended the Hydroplane racing at Lake Karapiro (a different kind of
flying), a motorcar swap meet at Morrinsville and the National Rocket
launch day at Taupiri…all this just in one weekend alone. I also bicycled
the length and back along the new Huntly Bypass Expressway on the
public open day. This was fun, although hard work going up and over
the hill.

A man of many talents – and not an aeroplane in sight
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The Scale Competition day at Waharoa that I attended got drizzled off,
but you couldn't really call it rain. I also visited the Full Size Flyin and
Community Market day at Te Kowhai airfield last weekend which was a
pleasant way to spend the day,

Fly in and Buy
Meanwhile the Heli boys took over the HMAC field for the day. I also
managed to swap in a DLE 55 motor off Chris as a replacement for my
worn out Giant Ugly stick engine and that has seriously improved its
performance much to my relief. So all in all, a very busy month not
doing much flying, but still having fun…oh and dodging those Corona’s!
Well, as you will have realized, last month’s Club night meeting was our
AGM. This went pretty smoothly with the election of the Committee
rolling over into another year and remaining as it was without change.
There were a couple of ideas thrown around from general business
which the committee will look into and take into consideration as the
year goes on and time allows. Following the AGM we rolled into club
reports and the usual array of topics. Thank you to everyone who
reported on events and happenings over the new year period and
especially to those that gave an overview of the Model Flying NZ
Nationals events.
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March’s club night will be another chance to bring out portions of your
latest project for others to look at and possibly learn from. I know there
are a number of new aircraft under construction, so it would be great to
see some of these, if not in whole, certainly in part. It’s always helpful to
look at how other people tackle the problems and the solutions they
come up with, so please don’t be shy, bring those project along.
Likewise if you’ve got any special tools that make building easier, why
not bring them along and maybe even demo them!
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With so much else on in February we didn’t really have a Club themed
fun fly day. However for March we are back into it with a themed fun
fly day on the 15th of Scale Models. As always, the field is open to all
other flying, but if you have a scale model then consider bringing that
along for the day.
Thank you to everyone that has taken note of our email call for bulletin
article material. We will be posting out an email each month prior to the
newsletter going out, so if you missed putting in something this month,
then there’s always next month.
Right this is a short report as I am off to the annual Memorial Flyin at
New Plymouth in the morning and it’s now getting late!!
Take care when flying and as always, remember accidents don’t happen,
they are caused!
Cheers Grant.

Te Kowhai Fly in – the groceries will fit in the back here nicely.
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Message from the
treasurer:
Take it away Alan………..

Thanks to the members that have already
paid there 20/21 subs
Please ensure that I receive them all before the 31 March 2020 as I am
required to pay Model Flying New Zealand as soon as possible after the
1st April.
Remember no subs in by 31 March you will not be able to fly at our
field or any other flying site in the country.
A reminder of the fees required
Family
Senior
Senior 70 plus
Controline/Freeflight
Junior
Associate

$197.00
$187.00
$167.00
$127.00
$ 65.00
$ 75.00

These fees include MFNZ which have an increase of $7.00 over the
previous fees.
Our club membership fees have not increased this year.
Please remember when paying into our account no 03 0314 0215645-00
that you put your name on the deposit, as it is the only way when I look
at the bank statement I know who it is from. Thanks.
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And from the
Bulletin Editor:
Dave

Many thanks once again to those that
have contributed to the newsletter. Bruce Pickering especially whose
articles are always good reading and I’m sure educate many of us about
aircraft we didn’t know existed.
Also to Grant Finlay who contributes so much in the way of both words
and pictures that for many I’m sure just take it for granted.
At Awatoto last month Grant and I had a discussion and it was decided
to send the message requesting bulletin articles in future to all HMAC
members, not just the committee in the hope that a few others would in
some way contribute to the newsletter.
Two things can happen, either I am so inundated with articles and photos
that I need to spread the content over future issues or:
Everyone decides to sit on their hands and do nothing because they think
that everyone else is contributing. This unfortunately was the case this
month.
The size of your newsletter is directly proportional to the content
received and it gets very difficult when you have very little to work with.
That’s a hint….
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Erl Kean
I have spoken to Nigel Godfrey and he would like to bring to the club
meeting on 11/3/2020 the remains of his father’s modelling bits and
pieces.
All that is required is a gold coin donation as none of the items will have
a price on them.
Bring a pocket of gold coins to help please
Cheers.
On behalf of Pam Godfrey
__________________________________________________________

Alan’s latest project
Have just finished the Extra 300L from the last Seagull indent order.
I wanted a model that I do not have to assemble each time I went out to
the field, so settled on a model that has a 52in wing span and will
comfortably fit in my van.
I have put a OS 46 XL in this model and the aircraft balance without any
weight added so it should fly great .
I have enclosed a photo of the finished model.
Looks good Alan. Can’t wait
to see it in the air…Ed.
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Aircraft I Dream About—Hoffman’s
Flying Wing
Bruce Pickering
Raoul Hoffman was a Hungarian engineer who helped develop the Laird
Super Solution, a racing biplane built in the early 1930s. Later he moved
to the US and worked for C.L. Snyder's company Arup Manufacturing
Corporation. Snyder was a podiatrist who one day in 1926 idly tossed a
D shaped felt heel lift through the air and was struck by the way it
glided.
With lively imagination he
envisaged
designing
an
aeroplane shaped like a
podiatrists’ heel lift. And he
did. He experimented with
balsa models of a tailless semicircular "heel wing.” This was
followed by wind testing on the
bonnet of a car. The result was
his Dirigiplane glider, an
innovative design which used a
Clark Y airfoil that could be
filled with helium to assist with
lift. I think that’s what they call
lateral thinking!
Snyder’s goal was to develop
the flying wing for an
enormous
air
transport,
envisioning an aircraft with a
wing 4.5m thick, 30m span and
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30m chord. The passengers were to be seated in the wing with a clear
forward view through a plastic leading edge. Snyder's early glider
experiments led to the formation of the Arup Manufacturing Corporation
in 1932 to refine his initial experimental configuration into a practical
aircraft. Three more variations of the basic disc-shaped Arup S-1
powered glider were built. The Arup S-2 proved to be tough and
practical, making hundreds of impressive flights during the mid-1930s.

In 1934 Hoffman, by then Snyder's chief engineer, left the company and
moved to Florida where he designed an Arup type aircraft for a Chicago
industrialist. He called it the Hoffman Flying Wing, which was a further
development of the Arup S-2. His design was powered by an 85 hp
Cirrus Mk III engine, and had what then was a novel cockpit ventilator
in the wing's leading edge that howled to warn of stalls; Cessna used this
same system of stall warning in their 172, among others.
Strictly speaking, his design which had a prominent fuselage nacelle
protruding above and forward of the wing, was a blended wing body
(BWB), rather than a flying wing, which has no discrete fuselage. A
BWB has distinct wing and body structures that are smoothly blended
together with no clear dividing line, and it may or may not be tailless.
The main advantage of a BWB is to reduce wetted area and the form
drag associated with a conventional wing–body junction. It may also be
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given a wide airfoil shaped body, allowing the entire craft to generate
lift, thus reducing the size and drag of the wings.
Construction was fairly straightforward; three spars, with the centre spar
thickness 11.5% of the root chord. The 3–view shows twin inboard
elevators, with two outboard “stabilizers” that seem to be linked to the
ailerons. The small ailerons are perched at the tips and appear to be
pivoted at the front spar. The two seats were side by side, behind the
front spar making visibility poor due to the wing protruding so far in
front of the cockpit.

The Hoffman Flying Wing, as with the Arups, had some distinct
advantages over more conventional aircraft: lower take off and landing
speeds, greater lift, increased range, and stall proof characteristics. The
Flying Wing had a maximum speed of 217kph and landed at 45kph. It
and the Arups were not commercial successes, however. The aircraft did
not appeal due to their weird looks; they did not look like “real”
aeroplanes. Unfortunately, the Flying Wing was lost in 1936 when it
caught fire during a test flight and crashed.
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Besides the Flying Wing, Hoffman continued to design and promote low
aspect ratio aircraft. Later in life, he was an active member of the
Experimental Aircraft Association and many of his articles, not only on
low aspect-ratio aircraft but also on everything from wingtip styles to
types of riveted and welded joints, are included in the EAA design series
of books assembled from the early Sport Aviation articles of the 50s and
60s.
So, would you build a Hoffman Flying Wing? Why not, it would
certainly create considerable interest at the field, especially if it flew
(well, the original full sized one did)! The 3–view and photos contain all
the detail you need.
__________________________________________________________

Model: RC Boeing 747-400 Wingspan: 4.95m Length: 5.43m Weight:
68 Kg Scale: 1/13 Turbine: 4x IQ Hammer 140 Pilot: Rainer Kamitz
Builder: Adi Pitz
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Club Night 12 February
Just in case you missed it.

Gordon’s Grumman Electric Cougar:
You read right, Electric.
Has Gordon gone to the dark side ?
Time will tell
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Frazer’s Allure Bipe for F3A Competition.
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And at the field 9 February:

The boys hogging the
shade again…
Typical.
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Allo Allo, what’s
happening here then ?

Is this what I think it is ?
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Yep, Oh dear……….Pass the
Cyano to Alan please
(…the Lysander is no more)
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And just in case you’re wondering how dry the Waikato is, this is a picture
of an AirNZ decent into Hamilton airport taken recently by one of our club
members workmates.

Some rain please!
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Waikato Champs Pylon + AGM Airsail
MAC, Pukekawa | Sunday 23 February
2020
After the adverse conditions on Saturday when a few pilots had turned
up at the field for some engine running and test flying, the forecast for
Sunday was for improved weather. Sunday dawned with a good number
of entries in four classes and Les King the sole entry in F5D. This
competition was also the first Team Trial for the 2020 F3D/F3T Trans
Tasman and the 2021 F3D/F5D World Champs teams.
The wind was a stiff SW 90 degree to the flight line as flying got
underway and it continued to build during the day. The general
consensus from all pilots was that the wind was ‘challenging’!
First up was Les King to fly F5D followed by Q500 Sport with 6 entries
and F3D with 4 entries prior to lunch, then F3R and F3T in the afternoon.
Given the strenuous flying conditions, all the pilots flying Q500Sport
handled them extremely well and appeared to have improved on their
last outings. The two seasoned pilots, Len Krook and Ron Stone battled
to be top-dog with Antony Wright keeping them honest to take out 3rd
place. Gary Mercer in 4th place, achieved a personal best time and
completed five rounds. I flew my newly aquired Speedy 500 and also
achieved a personal best time. Dave Coleman unfortunately had various
starting issues resulting in too many 200’s.
F3D was flown next. This was the first of two Team Trials for the 2020
Trans Tasman and 2021 World Champs. Flying was conservative due to
the conditions and times were slower than usual. John Danks had two
competitive times but with too many DNF’s and a damaged Metisse
resulted in him placing 3rd. John Knox and Ross Craighead put in
consistent times for their places.
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After the ‘scone’ lunch break, F3T got under way. This was also a Team
Trial for the Trans Tasman. John Knox flying consistently with no
pylon cuts or DNF’s comfortably took out 1st place followed by Les
King then Stephen Collins in 3rd from Len Krook. Less DNF’s next
time Len.
Last up was F3R, competing for the Alf Leong Waikato Champs trophy.
Competition was strong between Stephen and Ross for 1st place. Ross
& Antony elected not to fly the last round due to the worsening weather
conditions, which left Stephen and Len to complete five rounds.
Considering the trying conditions, there was little major ‘carnage’
although many models incurred under carriage damage on landing.
The SIG AGM was held at the completion of flying. John Danks and
John Knox had previously indicated their intention to stand down from
their roles. A new Committee was elected : Chairman ~ Les King
Secretary/Treasurer – Noeline Craighead Committee : John Danks,
Ross Craighead, Antony Wright, John Sutherland, Neil Lickford and
Tom Wetherill. Minutes to be published when finalised.
The next competition will be held on 22 March. This will be the second
F3D & F3T Team Trial for the Trans Tasman which is being held in
Maryborough, QLD Australia on 8/9 August.
A big thanks to everyone for helping on the field. Thank you to Airsail
MAC for the preparation and use of the airfield and a big thanks to
Sharon and John for the lunchtime scones and delicious BBQ at the
completion of the day.
I look forward to seeing you all soon. Happy Flying
Noeline Secretary/Treasurer
WAIKATO CHAMPS 2020
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Ross Craighead (right):
F3R class winner and recipient of
the
Alf Leong Waikato Champs trophy
with
John Danks & Noeline Craighead
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Aerobatics @ TECT Park
18th January 2020
Frazer Briggs

TECT Park is home to the Tauranga Model Aircraft Club, and this was
our first event at their field. Cut out of the forest, TECT Park is partway
between Tauranga and Rotorua. Its home to all sorts of activities like
mountain biking, shooting horses, motor sport, you name it. The model
flying site has been active for a couple of years now. The runway is
some 150m long, there is tons of room. The club has just recently done
some more earth works to upgrade the car parking area.
We had a one day Aerobatics event on 18th January, and it was a success
with good numbers attending. A few getting lost on the way to finding
the actual model flying strip once they got to TECT Park, but those that
could read the signs had no problems !! You know who you are.

The day was a mixture of both IMAC and Pattern, everyone choosing
one class to fly, so we could get 3 rounds through in the day. We’ve got
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a few guys with only a pattern model, and a few with only an IMAC
machine, so having the event as a mixed event, and you can choose
one, means we get better numbers on the day than if it were just IMAC,
or just Pattern. And TECT Park being central to the North Island means
its not too far of a drive for most.
Great to see some locals coming for a go. We ran a “newbie” day at Tect
Park a few months back, which helped to get some new guys turning out
to fly. Plus we had a good turn out of local club guys who came out to
watch it happen.
Basic IMAC was up first. Dom Clarke the local Junior took out the top
spot, just ahead of another Junior Max Briggs flying in his second event.
Tony Christiansen was 3rd flying his Yak. In 4th Place was Richard
Brown, a TMAC stalwart from way back, he flew a 30cc model. While
in the starting gates during a run up, it threw a propeller blade !! The
blade was thrown perpendicular to the model, and hit the ground only a
few metres to the right of the gates. Right where someone could have
been standing. Very Lucky !!! Remember, keep behind those props
when they are being run up people, and if you are about to run your
model up and someone is in front or directly to the side, tell them to get
behind you, before you give it the gas !!
Sportsman IMAC was a close battle between Gavin Madsen and Aaron
Maitland, who had just moved up after winning Basic at the Nats.
Baldrick had a whoopsie on landing, he removed the U/C from his
scratch built model, a 35cc Yak 55. Calls of “Must have been that shit
ply”, Baldricks new favorite catch phrase aimed at Chinese ARF
manufacturers, could be heard for the rest of the day.
Sean Galloway was the only Expert Pattern flier, he is practising for the
upcoming Ozzy Masters in March.
Masters Pattern had 4 pilots, and was taken out by Mike Wilson. Paul
Tomlinson, Paul Stairmand and Ewan Galloway not far behind.
Myself, Hamish Galloway and John Knox flew 3 rounds of F3A.
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The day was wrapped up at 5pm with a quick prize giving so people
could head home. The funny thing is, my watch must gotten bumped
during the day and switched back to non daylight savings time without
me knowing. So actually we finished at 4pm and I didn’t realise till
afterwards. We could have flown for longer, but everyone had done 3
rounds so it was a good time to call it a day. Many were able to get home
an hour earlier than promised, which I find always has a good result.
Under promise and over deliver !! It’s a sure way to hang onto a few
brownie points before they expire.
Many thanks to the TMAC club for hosting us, we had a few club guys
on the BBQ doing the lunch for us, and the burgers were awesome.
An awesome day.
There are a couple more TMAC locals keen to have a go too, but this
date did not quite work out for them due to other things on. Keep an eye
on the Calendar guys, we are hoping to get back there again real soon
before the end of the current flying season.
Visit: http://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/ for further Info
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Parting Shots:

Nice parking son !!!

Museum Art ??
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Coming Events 2020
March 2020
 HMAC Club Night Meeting – Bring a project or tool
March 11, 2020 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
 RC Aerobatics Competition
March 14, 2020 - @ TECT All Terrain Park Model Flying Centre, Pyes Pa
Road. (29km from Tauranga, 27km from Rotorua )
 RC Vintage North Island Championships
March 14, 2020 - March 16, 2020 @ Airsail MAC Airfield, 299 Native Rd,
Pukekawa
 HMAC Monthly Themed Flyin – Scale Day
March 15, 2020 - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road Hamilton
 RC Soaring Aerotow event – Hawkes Bay (Aorangi Road)
March 20, 2020 - March 22, 2020 @ Hawkes Bay (confirm site location
with organisers)
 RC Pylon Racing Series
March 22, 2020 - @ Airsail MAC Airfield, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa

April 2020
 LMANZ Large Model Rally – North Shore MAC
April 4, 2020 - April 5, 2020 @ North Shore MAC, Green Road, Dairy Flat,
Auckland
 HMAC Club Night Meeting
April 8, 2020 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
 RC Scale Competition – Venue TBA
April 11, 2020 - @ Venue to be confirmed
 RC Soaring Aerotow event – (Venue to be confirmed)
April 17, 2020 - April 19, 2020 @ (venue to be confirmed)
 RC Vintage NNI Contest and Rally - Blackfeet
April 18, 2020 - April 19, 2020 @ Thames Blackfeet MAC, Ngatea
 RC Pylon Racing Series
April 26, 2020 - @ Airsail MAC Airfield, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa
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BULLETIN CONTENT WANTED…
Email Dave : chloecat@xtra.co.nz

Next Flight Lines April 2020
April Newsletter deadline – Wednesday 1 April 2020

For further up to date event info please visit:
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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